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Underpopulation
dooms Maaske
by TIM PETSHOW
In case you new guys were
w0ndering; yes, the pink edifice
across from stately Swindel Hall
used to be a men's dorm. But,
alas, at the end of spring term
1972, the building was retired
from active duty as 82 dewy-eyed
males stood shivering in the
spring rain.
As we watched, clad in hacked
off Levis and PROPERTY OF
OCE gym shirts, they chained
and barred Neil Amerman's
oldest deficit. No longer would
successive classes of fuzzycheeked frosh be reminded that
they were Maaske men as op
posed to Butler boys.
Seriously though, it takes a lot
of effort to extend sentimentality
toward the place. After all, which
dorm at OCE (in the country, for
that matter) boasted an untuned
piano, a reluctant stereo, a
Medieval heating system, and the
smallest rooms this side of San
Quentin (we slept in shifts, one
guy was in the hall while his
roomie squeezed into the
chamber to catch a few z's.).
What, ultimately, will be the
fate of dear old Maaske? Will it
serve as the over-21 dorm when
the Monmouth community is
ready for such drastics? Will it be
enfranchised as the local
hostelry? Or, perhaps, the
determined campus planners will
abandon hope of legislative bread
and use Maaske as their
cherished Fine Arts complex?

(Dr. Fredericks indicated that
rent would be $500 a month - for
the first floor only.)
Okay, but what programs
would be set up in Maaske if the
loan was acquired?
It seems that Maaske will
house a national model learning
center
for
handicapped
youngsters from ages 2-8.
Fredericks painted a vivid picture of mentally retarded or
physically handicapped preschoolers acquiring the basic
skills of socialization so that they
could cope with their peers in the
classroom or Day Care centers.
These young children need to
master basic self-help and motor
skills before they can 'graduate'
into the regular classroom
setup."
Dr. Fredericks made mention
of a behavioral clinic whereas
parents of "problem" (mental,
physical, learning, and / or social
problems) children could be
provided with programs to use in
helping their youngsters.
Maaske Hall a branch of
Teaching Research? The mind
boggles! But Roben J. Maaske
would've been proud.
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What s a health card?

Registration trials of a transfer

iv nif.RV
IvrnPDnur
by
DIGBY MORROW
After traipsing around a
college in San Diego for a year
and a half my fiance and I
Entwined in an aura of decided to enter these hallowed
halls. Arriving as we did, a day
curiosity, I intended to extract a
financial statement from the man before registration, we were
allowed only the prime pick of
in Business affairs, John Sparks,
he seemed modestly reluctant to those classes that were rejected
release any info, saying however, by the general populace. Having
that, "Maaske Hall is still under pre-registered for the quarter
the jurisdiction of the dormitory and feeling quite secure that we
system. But Teaching Research were starting a new life on the
is supposedly interested (in right note, we retired for the
Maaske), " he concluded, "why evening feeling quite pleased
don't you talk to them about it?" with ourselves.
We awoke promptly at 7:00
Dr. H. D. Fredericks came on
refreshingly unlike an associate a.m. and made our way from
director of an important breakfast to the food service
educational project. He talked center below the college center as
straightforwardly
without this was where we were told
registration would take place.
mincing of words.
Imagine our surprise when we
"Yes, Teaching Research is were told that it was being held
interested in the first floor of over at the old gym. So we
trudged over there and got
Maaske," he began.
But as with all too many plans, behind a bunch of people who
a big "if" looms large. The were standing in a line in front of
universal "if", money, rears its a door. No sooner had we gotten
settled down for the wait that we
ugly head into the picture here
were told that the line was really
too.
down the hall. So, trusting our
"But getting Maaske is entirely
fellow human being, we removed
contigent on obtaining a federal
ourselves from that line and got
loan," the man in Todd Hall
into even a bigger line.
continued.
8:00 rolled around and we

OCE's basketball
Wolves tackle
Western Washington
Saturday at 7:30

gleefully thundered into the gym
where we were met by an old
hand at this who said, "Oh,
you're new? Well, if you travel
down this hall here you'll come to
the room where we all get our
packets." "What room?" quoth I.
"It's down the hall," quoth he.
"Which hall?" quoth I. "The one
next to the stairs," quoth he.
"What stairs?" quoth I. "The one
near the sign," quoth he, and so
he left, I guess to take his place
among the registration ogreats of
the world.
Well, we obtained our packets,
filled out our forms, and trucked
over to the fee assessment table,
plopped down our forms and were
asked, "Do you have a health
card?" "Health card. What in the
hell is a health card?" was my
first thought. "Where do you go to
obtain a health card?" "The
Student Health Service." "Oh,
Okay." I was thinking and Kathy
asked, "Did you see a sign in the
gym about having to get a health
card?" "No." "Neither did I.
They ought to have a sign up."
Well, after a thirty minute wait
at the health center we obtained
the health card and returned to
the gym and managed to get our
fees
- assessed and
—— we then
sauntered over to pay our fees.

We stood in line for twenty
minutes and when we put the
packet on the table they asked,
"Can we see your I.D. Card?"
"They said that it wouldn't be
ready until tomorrow," and I
proceeded to write out a check to
the university. And they said,
"Don't sign that check because
you can't pay until you get your
I.D. card." Out of sight, the
university doesn't want my
money. Why would I need an I.D.
card to oav mv fees?
I know why now but at the time
I didn't and I didn't see any type

of notice about this rule either. So
off to the Dorm office to get the
card, a three minute walk (run
actually, Oregon isn't as warm as
San Diego) , two minutes to get
\he card, three minutes back and
a forty minute wait to pay the
fees.
We were finally able to pay and
leave the gym but I sure am glad
that I won't be a new student next
quarter. They have to take a
roundabout way to register and
most of it would have been solved
if someone had taken the time to
put up a few signs.

Winter registration
9.2 % below '73 figure
The
enrollment
of
undergraduate students at
Oregon College of Education for
winter term is 9.2 percent less
than it was last year. As of last
Friday, 2953 undergrads had
enrolled compared to 3225 who
were enrolled at the same time
last year. Around 300 or 400 more
students were expected to enroll
this week to bring the total up to

Been to a kegger
recently? It's
OCE's No. 1 source
of weekend
entertainment

about 3300 students. 3211 were
enrolled for the fall term this
year. Of the 2953 students, 1628
are women (55 percent) and 1325
men.
The number of graduate
students is up 19 percent from
last year, 273 are enrolled this
year compared to 232 who were
enrolled last year. Also about 200
grads were expected to register
for night classes this week.
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Vietnam curse

Demoralization of the U. S. Navy
by JOHN JEKABSON
Is the U. S. Navy in for the
same fate that destroyed the
American Army as an effective
fighting force in Vietnam? For
the past eight months, the Navy
has been doing the bulk of the
fighting and the familiar signs of
disintegration have all appeared
-increased anti-war dissension,
racial tensions and riots, acts of
sabotage, and growing use of
hard drugs. Even if the fighting
stops soon it will take years for
the Navy to recover from the
"Vietnam curse" that has
demoralized the American
military.
Serious racial clashes on
aircraft carriers have received
wide publicity recently, but the
Navy views as more ominous the
rash of sabotage incidents
keeping U. S. warships im
mobilized and away from the
Gulf of Tonkin.Since the air war
has intensified, mysterious ex
plosions have ripped through
several huge aircraft carriers
stationed just off North Vietnam.
Millions of dollars worth of
repairs have been done on those
ships and others deliberately
sabotaged in other parts of the
Pacific.
The carrier USS Ranger, while
stationed at Alameda Naval
Station, suffered more than two
dozen documented acts of
sabotage in two months. These
included cutting of fire hoses,
telephoned
bomb
threats;
plugging of a fire main, pollution
of the ship's fresh water with
aviation fuel, fire in the
auxiliary room, flooding of a gun
compartment, and assorted
damage to the generators and oil
pumps. But the most spectacular
sabotage was done to the ship's
reduction gear. Someone had
thrown a paint scraper and two
bolts into the gear causing
$800,000 worth of damage and
keeping the 78,000 ton 4600 man
ship idle for four months.
The Navy has singled out a 21year old ship's fireman, Patrick

crewmen on the Constellation,
the Navy has quietly showed
most of them out of the service.
The blacks accused of rioting on
the Kitty Hawk have been dealt
with more severely. They are
being court-martialed, with some
receiving prison sentences. Such
outward symbols of black
solidarity as the fist salute have
been banned. No whites have
been punished in any way for
their part in the riot.

Chenoweth, as the culprit and for anyone to serve as a
charged him with "wartime scapegoat," the attorney says.
sabotage" a crime carrying a 30- "The charge of wartime sabotage
year sentence. Chenoweth is a is being used to boost the punish
quiet, unassuming sailor from ment and to make my client an
Puyallup, Washington who grew 'example' to the rest of the
up in a foster home. He has never crew."
been active in any kind of
Subic, which is the largest U.S.
political group. Presently he is in supply base in the Pacific, and
the brig at Treasure Island, the storage point for all the
where he has been held without ammunition going to Vietnam, is
bail for four months while the no glamour spot. Around the base
case is going through its is a typical military town
preliminary hearings.
populated by pimps, prostitutes,
"The Navy has an incredibly and drug peddlers, but with none
shaky case," says Eric Seitz, of the excitement of Hong Kong
attorney for the young sailor. or Singapore. "The easiest stuff
"There are no eyewitnesses, to get there is smack," says a
fingerprints or any other physical sailor from the Ranger. "The
evidence linking him with the act. Navy now has dogs to smell out
The prosecution case rests en grass, so smack is much safer to
tirely on statements of three have on the ship."
witnesses who claim Pat ad
"When the dope runs out on
mitted doing the sabotage, but the ship, fights break out," the
two of them say they thought he sailor says, speaking about racial
was joking. We have evidence conflicts. He also says some men
that many of the men on the ship turn themselves in as drug
talked like this-bragging they addicts to escape shipboard
were responsible for keeping the drudgery and get turned over to
ship away from Vietnam."
the Drug Rehabilitation Center at
Seitz says his investigation Subic, which is actually the best
has shown that some 350 men had dope dealing spot in the Pacific.
access to the room that was "Sabotage on the ships comes
sabotaged. "I believe there is so from dissatisfaction with living
much sabotage on the ship the conditions," the sailor says.
Navy is frustrated and looking "There isn't that much political

consciousness about the war, the
men just want to go back to the
bases, so they figure out the
easiest way."
Racial problems such as the
riots on the USS Kitty Hawk and
the oil carrier Hassayampa, and
the mutiny by 120 blacks on the
USS Constellation, are new to the
Navy simply because the Navy
has had a long traditidh of ex
cluding blacks. When Admiral
Elmo Zumwalt took over two
years ago, he publicly stated he
wanted to change "the lily-white
racist image of the Navy." He
instituted a number of changes,
ranging from relaxed rules on
hair and dress to the active
recruitment of more blacks into
the service. Still, the percentage
of blacks on the ships is only 5.8,
much less than any other branch
of the military and less than one
percent of the officers are black.
At the officer training college at
Annapolis, 131 of the 4400 are in
the new class are black. Most of
the whites comes from con
servative small towns and have
little or no experience in dealing
with minority groups.
The Navy's reaction to racial
dissatisfaction has been to use
swift repression. In the case of
the sit-down mutiny by black

Because of the reactionary way
the Navy is dealing with the
situation, more racial fights are
expected by most sailors.
Crewmen on the Coral Sea, which
sailed for Vietnam in November,
said that both blacks and whites
are arming themselves with
knives and that tensions are high.
"Every brother is getting
harassment from these big fat
white petty officers," said a
black sailor. Both black and
white crewmen said dope was a
big factor in the tension,
something the Navy brass has yet
to mention. Grass, opium, and
increasingly heroin are used
widely on the ships, with both
races competing for the best
prices and highest quality. This
dope dealing on the confines of a
ship has led to numerous fights
and beatings, most of which go
unreported.
The
racial
inequality,
dissension, sabotage, and drug
abuse have brought the Navy's
morale to its lowest point since
Pearl Harbor. Yet, surprisingly,
the congressional committee
which is investigating the Navy's
problems is only dealing with
these issues in a peripheral way.
Chariman Edward Hebert, a
hard line hawk who heads the
committee is focusing on "per
missiveness" as the root cause of
the Navy's malaise. With this
kind of diagnosis, and the con
tinuing war, it will be a long time
before the Navy will recover
from its Vietnam experience.
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Snaky Licks: A Christmas ketchup
by CRAWFORD & WATKINS
Caught up in the joyous
abandon of
a hometown
Christmas tradition involving an
effigy of our beloved national
leader and a sixty-foot bannister
that turned into a razor blade at
the end, we were late in returning
to school and thus were unable
to submit this manuscript for
publication in last week's edition,
in which true timeliness would
dictate that it should have ap
peared.
At any rate, folks, the
Christmas season has come and
gone again, and (again) it's time
for Americans in turkey-bloated
millions to stash their festive
garb and settle back into the
humdrum (and rather for
midable) task of staying out of
the debtor's prisons so they can
do it again next year. (We hear
most of the big corporations
observed the Lord's birthday by
supplying their stores with extra
large account ledgers trimmed in
the gaily traditional red and
green.)
But before we cast aside our
seasonal smiles and closet the old
day-glo plastic porch Santa for
another twelvemonth, let's relax
a moment and lean back (into our
sparkling new heaps of attractive
genuine leatherette wallets, Avon
cologne in lovahle 'Snoopy'
decanters, and eye-catching
embroidered socks in the ever-
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popular 'lamb' motif) for a look emissaries of the alwaysin retrospect at Christmas benevolent U. S. government.
around the world.
Gathering on the outskirts of
This season was a great one for their warmly glowing cities, the
Yuletide celebrants everywhere; merry-makers were treated by
not since the fun-loving citizens of their fun-oriented government to
Hiroshima and Nagasaki enlisted huge steaming vats of Christmas
U. S. aid in becoming 'cities of gruel and rice.
light' to herald the approaching
Commenting later on the in
end of World War II in 1945, have dispensable role of the United
holiday celebrations rivalled this States in staging this festive
season's world-wide peak.
extravaganza, one emotionIn madcap Hanoi and Haiphong choked North Vietnamese of
(the twin entertainment capitols ficial, obviously at a loss to ex
of carefree North Vietnam), for press the depth of his gratitude,
example, peasants in laughing told newsmen that he "only hopes
thousands capped another twelve someday to be able to return this
months of fireworks and fun with favor to the wonderful folks in
an unprecedented display of Washington, D.C."
seasonal inventiveness, involving
A few miles to the south, in
themselves so completely in the Hanoi's siter capitol, Saigon, the
magic of the moment that several coming of Christmas was marked
injuries were actually recorded by a similar (if less spectacular)
in the course of the excitement. venture into the fantasy-world of
fire; with the aid of friendly
Donning the gaudy black Communist troopers arrayed like
'pajamas' and tire-tread sandals a giant wreath around the city,
that have characterized the the South Vietnamese staged a
'North Vietnamese look' and real 'humdinger' in the 'shrapnel'
captured the hearts of fashion- theme turning out in droves to
lovers everywhere, the tradition- play hide-and-seek with the
minded Asians abandoned their thousands of redhot chunks of
cheerfully 'blazing' homes to steel and paving stone that
stream cheering through the whistled through the excitementstreets, shouting the ever- charged streets.
appropriate AAAIIIEEE' and
Unable for personal reasons to
'AAAAAARRRGGHH' (loosely
join in the fun, South Vietnamese
translated as 'Merry Christmas President Thieu nonetheless did
and Happy New Year from our his part by disappearing for the
friends in America') and dodging holidays, effectively thwarting
fireworks delivered by special the efforts of party-poopers to

reach him with selfish demands
fo an end to the ceremonies.
Interviewed in the heavilyguarded confines of his offices 200
feet below the city streets, the
feisty leader avowed that he
would remain out of touch as long
as his people were still enjoying
themselves above.
Across the Pacific, citizens of
Managua, Nicaragua, put that
extra 'something' in their
Christmas, dancing in the streets
until their stamping feet actually
set the ground to trembling under
the city.
Hardly noticing the thunder of
falling buildings in their giddy
intoxication, the laughing Latins
danced on as their ancient
township crumbled into dust
around them.
Apparently referring to the
taking of Christmas photos, a
government official promised
that anyone returning to the city
for some late gift shopping in the
ruins would be 'shot on sight'.
Oddly enough, only a very few
ventured in to take advantage of
the once-in-a-lifetime offer, and
even these seemed shy.
All in all, it's fair to say that

this past Christmas has few if any
rivals for history's Yuletide
spotlight - how wonderful to
relax and have a good time with a
clear conscience, secure in the
knowledge that folks everywhere
are having fun.
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went
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Bummer! SPO numbers due in '72?

E
cyNDEE

V/A

WOLFE

number, the value of SPO boxes
365- How can I ever forget is somewhat reduced without
number?!
That
is
my
(
numbers attached to them.
Activities putit ''?tv
"l
Sendary SPO number - at least
When I received my SPO at
S
>s what I'm told. Of course, I the begmnmg of Fall term, I was fault, but everyone's faiJt
In Spring of 1972 the1
flyet to get the opportunity to told that the SPO boxes were not
1,3
boxes were taken -?..
my SPO box, since the only
Seaiy
°Peration because disDoseHWe?e A 3 k e n o u t a n d
could find out which box Phf
P sed of. During the ren
ey did not have numbers, but
I Jasmine would be to count each the numbers would soon be there, ovation of the budding new
cpo box in the College Center
took this to mean a couple of
5 l i reached
urea. Tihe boxes were maHp
No. 365. Ob(j
thG mf
1
St' and when the
enttS
°
n0
one
would
wa
smaller
so that there could be
"",uslynt to do
<10U?V passed and still no
SPn
U
hat Just t0 ave me a message, SPO numbers, I began to get a more boxes put in. Due to the
, consequently I haven't little peeved. I decided to inquire expansion of the college the
lVed any messages all year.
into the problem, and discovered approximately 2,000 boxes were
teceiv
adequate' and students
0f yet, the SPO box numbers
a situation that, were it not so taiST
and as disgusting, would be laughable had to double up. There are now
re still invisible;
'
above, although you because it so epitomizes the
Afio°X.?S *cAhe Co'le8e Center.
ii'ay have been assigned a ridiculous bureaucratic hassle . , ® tbe sp9 boxes wgre intalled, it was discovered that the
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^ special toll-free telephone
Ewillow anyone^OregonTo
find out lhe status of bills fn the
legislature
The number will be 1-800-45200. It will be manned from 8
am> to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
The number can be called to
find out what committees bills
^ sent to, when hearings are
scheduled and to order copies of
bills.
The number cannot be used to
call individual legislators, each
0f whom will have a separate
phone in his office.
International

Saigon-The U. S. Command in
Saigon has with-held indefinitely
(he details of the final five days of
American bombing over the
jJanoi-Haiphong heartland.
Official sources claim that this
unprecedented news blackout
came under White House or
ders. Official reasoning for non
disclosure is that the information
could potentially injure the U. S.
bargaining position at the Paris
Peace Talks. Many political
analysts believe that the in
formation, within the context of
recent raids which inflicted
heavy civilian casualties through
saturation bombing, would likely
cause world leaders to criticize
the U. S. even more.
Moscow- The . Soviet Union
displayed again concern that free
world radio broadcasts were
having deleterious effects on the
people of the Soviet Union.
Originally thought to be one of the
factors considered in the Summit

51

synopsis
news
Conference, Soviet Union trade
newspaper Trud
that ,he
the
ETT
'E"Cclaimed
""med thal

^

*- HV>

»» •' Wins on Ithe plastic
"umbers would cost $2,000.00.
luW3S decided u
—
fro,?.other sources other than the
"C^tec?' ,Bids ranSed from
$1,500 to the lowest of $700.00. The
lowest bid, made by the
University of Oregon Physical
Plant, was accepted.
On October 20th the offical
order was sent in, and at that
time the U of O Physical Plant
said it would be about four to six
weeks until the order would be
completed. By November 15th,
the numbers had not been
received, so a call was made to U
of O. They said that due to the
paper work of the State of
Oregon, they had just received
the order, and the numbers
should be here January 1st.
Obviously, they were not
received January 1st, so another
call was made January 3rd. This
time the Physical Plant said that
they had sent the plastic sheets to
Los Angeles to be cut into strips
1V2" by i/2", and they had been
returned without nail, holes
drilled in them to facilitate
hanging. Therefore, the strips
had to be mailed back to Los
Angeles to have the holes drilled,
and they're currently somewhere
between here and there. As of
January 3rd, the Physical Plant
said it would be three weeks,
which would put the delivery date
to January 24th. We'll see if
January 24 brings anything
different from November 15!
The delay at the Physical Plant
was largely due to the fact that
one man does all the cutting, and
our needs come second to the U of
ine college
O's& neeu.3.
needs. The
College Center
probably would have "ever let

this drag on this long, but they got
caught in a trap of unfulfilled
promises. When this was begun,
they never realized how long it
would take, or other temporary
arrangements might have been
made.
That was the explanation given
to me when I asked Doug Yates
why someone couldn't just put
masking tape numbers on the
boxes until the permanent ones
arrived. Also, he said there are
always those "jokers" who will
pull tape off the boxes and switch
them, etc. He said this had
already been done with certain
Student Government boxes that
had been temporarily labeled.
The SPO boxes are a
tradition at OCE. That is helpful
not only to students, but for
sending out flunking notices! It is
also of benefit to poverty stricken
instructors who want to get a hold
of a student for a conference
without spending eight cents for a
postage stamp.
So hopefully we will have this
service returned soon. In the
meantime, the College Center is
doing everything they can to see
that students get their mail.
Alphabetized lists are posted
each day in the glass bulletin
board in front of the future SPO's.
First class mail is kept two
weeks, then sent to the
Registrar's office to locate the
campus address and it is mailed.
If the address can't be found, it is
returned to the College Center.
Bulk mail is kept for the term,
and is thrown out at the end of the
term if it is not claimed.
Can you remember your SPO
number? You may get to use it
yet before the end of the year!

trying to put over a "disguised
victory." Ambassador pSS?
tSSSS^SS^SSS soon expected to take a position
and most of all- undermine as Undersecretary for Political
socialism from within the Affairs, indicated that the talks
remained largely -sterile ex
boundaries of the U.S.S.R. changes."
Among the radio stations listed
National
were the Vatican Radio, Radio
Washington - Senate and House
Monte Carlo, "The Voice of the
Orient" in Manila, and the Voice conferees agreed to support
of America.
legislation to cut-off funds for the
Vietnam War. With considerable
Canaberra,
A u s t r a l i a - doubt increasing as to the speed
Immigration Minister Alber at which this Congress will act,
Jaime Grassby announced that Sen. Mark O. Hatfield introduced
Australia has officially removed a separate bill to cut off funds for
the 72 year old restriction which military operations in Indochina
included skin color as a factor for immediately and to require with
immigration. The so-called drawal of all U. S. forces in 60
white Australia policy" was days, contingent upon release of
contained in a 1901 act and vir POW's.
tually banned nonwhite im
the
r Washington-Within
. 0
mv, context
A.umcAi
migration. It was passed as a
grtlngpC°n^eSSi0nal °Utcry
a
a
e
reaction over what was con against President Nixon's
sidered then to ber "an alarming technique
of
impounding
influx of Chinese gold-seekers Congressionally
authorized
and indentured
plantation funds, it was announced that the
laborers from Pacific Island". Agriculture Department is about
UNIVERSITY JET FLIGHT
The turn-of-the-century law has to
phase out
remaining
been eliminated after a gradual emergency disaster loans to
WITH MAJOR AIRLINES-- 1973
lessening
of
immigration farmers and rural homeowners
restrictions occurring over the The "cut" will affect 16 states.
,,/^v,a''ab'e to faculty, staff and students of Oregon and
past ten years.
State and local
Washington colleges and universities and immediate families.
Portland - A second explosion
Paris - Despite the resumption
of the semi-public four-party last Thursday tore a hole in the
peace talks, U. S. and North back of the building which tiouses
TRAVEL WEST, INC.. 430S. W. Morrison, Suite404, Portland 97204
Vietnames
e
negotiators the East Portland U. S. Army
Recruiting
office.
Several
win
remained deadlocked. Hanoi
in
envoys continued to object to U. dows were shattered
PORTLAND-LONDON (all prices plus tax)
S. carpet bombing and U. S. surrounding buildings with no
2 months
June 19-Aug. 20
injuries.
Samples
of
the
explosive
negotiators again called "for
$262
49 days
June26-Aug. 14
reconciliation and an end to used in Tuesdays blast have been
$262
bitterness in the talks." Yet, sent to the FBI for lab analysis
bitterness remains on both sides and it is believed that the blasts
PORTLAND-BRUSSELS
as Saigon's chief delegate, Pham on Thursday and Tuesday are
3 weeks
June 5 -June 27
Dam Lang, claimed Hanoi was connected.
$262
3 weeks
June 26-July 18
Salem - The 1973 legislature
$262
3 weeks
Julyl7-Aug.8
opened with several major bills
$262
3
weeks
Aug.
7-Aug.
30
in the hopper on tax reform. Two
$262
3 weeks
Aug. 29-Sept. 19
major problems face the session
$262
which began Monday. First, the
Democrats, long a minority,
SEATTLE-BRUSSELS
c h e m i s t r y , m a t h e m a t i c s , must now assess its respon
One way
March 29
$127
psychology, geology, economics, sibilities as a majority party.
15 weeks
* Junel4-Sept. 27
$278
social science, sociology and Second, the overall consideration
35 days
Aug. 21-Sept. 26
$262
history. However, fewer students of Oregon's tax base must be
19 days
Dec. 15-Jan. 3,1974
$256
attempt to pass these exams than dealt with and a new method for
school financial support found.
English composition.
Monmouth - The famed
One girl, though, passed the
SEATTLE-HELSINKI
test in English composition and Monmouth Winter Olympics for
6 weeks
ju^ 8-July 20
$274
also in general biology last fall. 1976 has again made the news.
the
Monmouth
She received 11 hours of credit at Naturally,
OCE - eight in biology and three Olympic Organizing Committee
PORTLAND-HONOLULU
in writing. Another girl received of Winter (MOOCOW) expressed
9 days
Mar. 18-Mar. 26
$149
nine hours of credit for passing regrets, sort of, when Salt Lake
City
became
the
U.
S.
nominee.
the CLEP test in History of
SEATTLE-HONOLULU
Yet, in a "never-say-die" at
Western Civilization.
Scott
McArthur,
The CLEP examinations, titude,
14 days
Mar. 19-Apr. 2
spokesman,
which were developed by the M O O C O W
$159
announced
the
Olympic
frisbee
College Entrance Examination
Board (CEEB) , have been of toss with frisbees "manufactured
fered at OCE since 1971. They are by Melford Nelson's cows."
AIRCRAFT: DC-8 and Boeing 707 jets.
and
organic
administered by Mason's office. Hmmmmm,
ONE-WAY: Limited number available.
frisbees?
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Eurailpass, car rental or pur
Guitar Players
chase, student identity cards, youth hostels, plans for remainder
Strings - Capos - Polish - Supplies of all kinds
of trip.
See
RESERVATIONS: See OCE representatives, Dr. Clarence C. Gorchels, College Librarian, or Dr. kenneth L. Holmes, Professor of
History.

pass
writing CLEP

Fifty-one lower-division
students, mostly freshmen, at
Oregon College of Education
received three hours of credit
each for freshman English
composition (writing) fall term
by passing a special examination
early in the term.
College-Level Examination
(CLEP) examinations measure
the knowledge of freshmen in
various standard courses taught
in American colleges and
universities. By successfully
completing these tests, freshmen
may be granted college credit
without having to take the course.
Harold I. Mason, assistant to
the dean of faculty, said 81 per
cent of the OCE freshmen who
attempted the exam passed it.
"This record is proof that
Oregon high schools provide
quality porgrams and that some
students should receive credit for
knowledge they bring with them
0 college," Mason said.
The college also offers credit
"V CLEP examination in
Thursday, J a n . 11, 1973

Wiltsey-Weathers Music
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Cap: "It's a good job
by ROB CRAWFORD

For the student, engrossed as
he is in the academic life, it is
often all too easy to look at a man
in work clothes on this campus, a
school employee, and dismiss
him at a glance as nothing but a
school employee, with nothing
more important on his mind than
how best to weed the shrubbery
patch around the administration
building. . .
This is, of course, unfair in any
case --. and it is especially unfair
in the case of Andrew "Cap"
Taylor, recently voted Employee
of the Year by the OCE chapter of
the Oregon State Employees'
Association.
There is a great deal more to
Taylor's life than his weekday
role as Stationary Engineer in
charge of campus heating and
air-conditioning (no small chore
in itself); he is also a
grandfather, an avid motorcycle
enthusiast, and current president
of the Polk Association for
Retarded Children.

Born the son of a logger in
Marcola, Oregon, in 1917, Cap
spent the first nine years of his
life moving with his family from
one logging camp to another,
attending so many different
grade schools that he hardly
remembers' any of them - "We
never stayed too long in one
place. .
He was sixteen when he left
high school (without finishing) in
California and went to work in the
woods, moving back to Oregon in
the early thirties.
Logging out of Tillamook, he
met Maxine Rock, a local girl,
and married her in 1937 --'
". . .she's getting a little ornery
these days. .
he says.
The couple had two sons, and Cap
worked in the timber until 1945,
when injuries (which had closed
him out of military service)^
forced him to leave the woods and*
take a job at OCE --". . .once you
get hurt in the woods," he says,
"you're slowed down and the
chances are better you'll get hurt
again. . ."

•

Taylor was the OCE and District Employee of the Year. One of his
big loves is for motorcycles. He owns two and is shown here getting
ready for a little action on his favorite street machine.

99

Now the grandfather of four
(his sons both work in local - area
lumber mills), Cap lives in
Monmouth, a veteran of nearly
thirty years at OCE. How does he
like it?
"It's a good job. . .I'll probably
stay till I retire (in seven years). . .too crippled up from logging
to do anything else. . ."
For someone who is "crippled
up", however, Taylor indulges
himself in a pretty strenuous
hobby - motorcycling. The proud
owner of both a 175 cc trail bike
and a big 350 cc street machine,
he rides both with a vengeance.
Described by one of his cycling
buddies (oddly, much younger
than Cap himself) as the "head
ding-a-ling" of the group, Taylor
can reel off a number of rather
hair-raising - ". . .now don't put
this in the paper!" -- tales about
his experiences on the machines.
When he bought his first machine
in 1933, a '29 Indian, he had to
promise his mother that he would
"ride mine careful. . ." But now
he has her (his mother!!) riding,
and says, "I'll get it one of these
days, but if I had a bike that'd go
200 miles per hour, I'd run
away. . ."
On a somewhat saner level is
Taylor's work with the Polk
Association
for
Retarded
Children, for which he was
elected Employee of the Year "It's what you do in the com
munity that matters. . ."
He joined the Association in the
mid-sixties, when there were only
eight members -- now he is
president, and there are ninetyfour members active in the
Association's programs.
The group conducts its own
activities class, held at the local
Methodist Church, and raises
funds to share with the state and
national
associations
for
retarded children -- it is an in
teresting statement on the OCE
community that a benefit beer
party held at Independence's
Stone Lion has been the group's
biggest fund raiser to date. . .
"There's something won
derful," says the ex-logger,
"about watching a kid who can't
do anything but sit in the middle
of the floor with his arms folded
finally learn to walk and feed
himself and sometimes even get
to
go
to
the
public
schools. . .there's nothing wrong
with these kids that couldn't be
wrong with me and you. . ."
Now that he has been elected

Cap Taylor, head of OCE's campus Environmental Control, that is,
campus air-conditioning and heating.

Employee of the Year at OCE
(the OCE chapter also donated
money to the Association for
Retarded Children) and also
Employee of the Year for the
entire district, Cap goes to
banquet in Salem at which the
state Employee of the Year is

picked. Glad to earn recognition
for his group's charitable
programs, he is nonetheless
hardly the "dress-up" type -- his
comment is typical. . .
"I'd like to win. . .but I sure
hate like hell to go over to th^
banquet."

LTC!
Help Change |
The World
As men are changed inside, the
world is changed. Changed enough
men inside, and you've changed the
world. Christ changes men.
On Thursday, Jan. 18, at 8:30 p.m.
in HSS 110, Leadership Training
Class will begin. Sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, this
class is designed to teach you how to
experience the abundant Christian
life and how to communicate Christ
to others.
Three levels of training are of
fered. The class will meet each
Thursday evening this term. Cost is
only $2.

For more information call
3548.

Probably no one on the OCE campus knows as much about the idiosyncrasies of the boilers in the
physical plant as does Cap Taylor.
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Modernization of
NS department
by PEG WATKINS
The
current
three-story
Natural Science complex which
houses' biology, chemistry and
physics facilities used to be
crowded into the top two stories
of the Administration building.
Classrooms were chalkdustcovered and floors squeakedlabs were inadequate (biology
had only two then compared to its
six now); and equipment (what
there was of it) was antiquated.
The only reason spiders' webs
didn't cover instructors' books
and equipment was that there
simply wasn't enough room for
spiders; the offices were too
crowded already. There was an
ecological limit to the number of
individuals this environment
could support, and the old Ad
building had reached it.
The old building had its high
spots, too, like the dark room
(photography lab) for instance.
The lab, lacking in the original
floor plans of the Ad building,
came into being through
someone's creativity and a thirdfloor men's rest room. For the
men using lab, "facilities"
couldn't have been any handier.
And then there was the attic.
On the third floor, a shorter-thannormal door opened onto a
narrow, dark stairway that led to
an even darker, cobwebbed attic.
A friend and I discovered it quite
by accident one day while helping
the science department move its
belongings to the new building.
Workmen were cleaning out the
attic to make room for heating
ducts and were more than
anxious to rid themselves of all

the paraphernalia covering the
floor and stacked to the roof in
some places.
So we helped them out, helping
ourselves to the serum vials that
nobody claimed and an old
wooden Bull Durham box. We left
behind piles of dusty, longabandoned scientific-looking
books; boxes and boxes of
receipts of paid tuitions (for $8
U believe?); and
m n t
multitudes of beer bottles
scattered all over (it appeared
our forefathers weren't so dif
ferent from us after all).
In the NS building there is no
spider-infested attic, no place to
sit unnoticed to drink a bottle of
Blitz. It has been replaced by a
rooftop greenhouse whose doors
are generally locked. (Some
must have heard about our attic
npoff; somehow automatic
sprinkling systems and cacti
don t sound as enticing as the
Bull Durham box did). If you're
interested in seeing the rooftop
plant house with its temperature
and humidity controls, you might
Dlr^ Co°lbaugh for a tour.
He s OCE s plant physiologist
and lives in the basement of NS
As for the photo lab, don't
expect to find it behind the door
marked "Men." There's a
regular one in the basement If
you re interested in a course in
black and white photography and
developing your own pictures,
Dr. Ernie Cummins offers it as
Ph 161. Look for it under Physics.
(If you have a science phobia
don t let the Ph prefix scare you
away; that's not where the
emphasis is.)

?,

Speakers
Bureau
created
of an 0CE Student
Speakers Bureau has been an
nounced by Assistant Professor
Robert Martin
Mar^nmani
KeS teaches
Martin,
who
Speech
courses at OCE and will serve as
director of the Bureau, notes that
the Bureau will serve two
primary functions.

I°

Dr. Ray Broderson heads the Natural Science dJEnent
And the new NS has other of
ferings too. There's an elevator
(which caused some deliberation
over whether students should be
allowed to use it, but - I think
because the dissenting faculty
members could think of no way of
eliminating student use short of
employing a full-time selective
elevator
operator
the
discrimination was short-lived).
There's distilled water (on tap
no less) and a well-planned
microbiology lab. (It seems the
architect placed the on-off switch
for the ultraviolet lamp, used to
destroy bacteria, in such a way
that one has to reach under the
lamp to get to the switch. In so
doing, he destroys a little of his
reaching arms at the same time.)
There are also private offices
lor all the instructors with ad
joining semi-private labs for
their own research or electric
coffee pots or both.
Accompanying the expansion
ot facilities was a good-sized
money allotment for supplies and
equipment.
Biology
alone

received hundreds of disposable
(biodegradable?) Petri dishes
an d at least a zillion corks and
u u
rubber stoppers of assorted sizes
(Have you ever picked up a
bagful of rubber stoppers only to
find that the bag had a hole in it
and the rubber stoppers are now
bouncing ecstatically in every
direction all over the floor and
out the door?) The department
even got specialty items like
heated magnetic stirrers. (In the
Ad building, you were lucky if
you could find a chunk of glass
and a bunsen burner to make
yourself a stirring rod.)
In short, OCE's science
department facilities have
changed from the dusty antiquity
of the old Administration building
to the up-to-date sterility of NS.
As a result, the science depart
ment is now recognized (at least
by some on this campus) as an
institutional setting of higher
learning.
But it takes more than facilities
to make a college department.
Next week: a look at the people.

„''Eirst'" he says, "it will offer
. students an opportunity to
gain practical experience in
public speaking before an variety
of audiences." The second func
tion according to Martin, is to
offer citizens of the Willamette
Valley a variety of interesting,
timely programs which will
stimulate
thought
and
discussion."
Plans scall for OCE student
speakers to address civic and
fraternal organizations, church
groups, adult study groups, and
high school and college audiences
within an approximate 50 mile
geographic radius of the OCE
campus.
Participation in the Bureau's
activities is open to all interested
OCE students, including those not
presently enrolled in formal
speech programs. Those in
terested in learning more should
contact Mr. Martin (Swindel Hall
204, Ext. 459) or leave a message
with Ms. Lila Maulding in the
Humanities Department Office
(HSS 311, Ext. 408).

SENIORS
Grove Yearbook Portraits
Where: College
When: January

Center
16, 17 & 18

THREE DAYS ONLY
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Men:
Women:

Shirt, tie & jacket
Favorite outfit
Gowns will be furnished

No Sitting Fee
No Appointment

Photographer: Meier & Frank, Salem 363;2211, ext. 254.
Thursday, Jan. 11, 1973
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Entertainment guide
Hambourg, Mitton in concert
Oregon College of Education
faculty members Klemi Ham
bourg,- violinist, and Ruth
Million, pianist, will be in concert
on Monday, January 15 on
campus at the Music Hall
Auditorium, at 8 p.m.
The two major works to be
presented share several common
elements, although their dates of
composition are over 200 years
apart. Arcangelo Corelli, born
1653, whose Sonata in C will open
the program, studied four years
at Bologna and throughly
assimilated the spirit of the
Bolognese masters. Ottorino
Respighi, born 1879, whose home
town absorbed the continuing
musical tradition of that city.
Imbued with lush romantic
harmonies and expressive
lyricism, the Respighi Sonata is
justly known as one of the most
important and appealing works
in the violin and piano repertory.
The second part of the program
will include Quasi Ballata and
Appassionato by the Czech

violinist composer, Josef Suk and
two pieces by the twentieth
century English composer,
William Walton-Canzonetta,
based on an old troubadour
melody, and Scherzetto.
After extensive studies in
Canada which began at the age of
three, and his first public per
formance at 14,* Klemi Hambourg
graduated from the Royal
Conservator of Music of Toronto
as a pupil of the Hungarian
violinist Geza de Kresz. He
continued his studies in England,
earning diplomas from the Royal
Academy and Royal College of
Music, and became a Fellow of
Trinity College of Music in
London. He served as senior
lecturer at Newton Park College,
Bath, for 5 years and gave solo
and chamber music concerts as
violinist of the Newton Park Trio
and the Telemann Baroque
Ensemble.
In addition to his teaching
activities at O.C.E., Klemi
Hambourg is concertmaster and

assistant conductor of the Salem
Symphony and directs a string
workshop at Campus Elementary
School based on the principles of
the famous Japanese educator,
Dr. Sinichi Suzuki. The O.C.E.
Mini-Strings, a performing group
of young string players, is drawn
from this project.
A faculty member of O.C.E.
since 1966, Ruth Million has
appeared frequently in the role of
both soloist and accqmpanist. She
attended the Cincinnati College of
Music, studying both piano and
organ and received her Master of
Music degree from the American
Conservatory of Music in
Chicago. Mrs. Million is well
known in the eastern U.S.A.,
having appeared in solo and duo
piano
concerts,
ensemble
programs and as an ac
companist.
This concert is open to the
public without charge. Seat
reservations may be obtained in
advance by contacting the Music
Department secretary - 838-1220,
extension 275.

Tomb of Chepheren
Tuesday, January 16, at 12:00
noon, Dr. Donald H. White will
present a seminar (with "all
kinds of slides") on the "Search
for the Tomb of Chepheren."
(Chepheren was a pharoah of the
4th
Egyptian
dynasty.
Chepheren's memory, like that of
all good pharoahs, is preserved
forever in a large pyramid
located near that of his father,
Cheops.)
How did Dr. White, a nuclear
physicist, get interested in

looking
for
undiscovered
Egyptian tombs? Through a good
friend, Dr. Luis Alvarez who
developed a method for tomb
searching and who just also
happens to be a 1965 Nobel Prize
Winner in physics.
If you're interested in finding
out how you can become an A1
Monday of the Egyptian tombrobbing set, come to Dr. White's
noon seminar Tuesday. It's free;
coffee and doughnuts will be
available there, NS 101.

Clarke to read poetry
The First Humanities Night
presentation of the Winter
Quarter will feature Dr. Gordon
Clarke, Professor of Humanities,
reading the work of selected
Oregon poets.
The reading will take place

Tuesday evening, Jan. 16, at 8
p.m. in the Oregon Room of the
College Center. There is no admission charge, and all students,
faculty and staff are invited to
attend.

Steel Riggers, Bay Bridge. Lithograph by Arthur Murphy in
Nostalgia USA exhibit, College Center.

You have the right
to remain silent. . ,
and feelings into their actions).
What followed was about a dozen
slices of silent drama.
Several members of the
"Mimority" stood out. Especially
convincing was "Suicide II," in
by
which a young man decided to
end it all by ripping his guts out
DAN
(which didn't work), hanging
TOMPKINS
himself by the liberated intestine
(but he didn't get hung up) and he
ultimately terminated his act by
extracting his heart. "Slot
Getting into the swing of the Machine" was a bit lighter and it
new term (and the new year) featured seven of the eight
included a visit to my alma players. After losing money in
mater, South Salem High School, the machine (composed of four
last Saturday for their Silent mimers), a gambler watches a
Miniority's presentation of lady win on her first try. She
"Brotherhood: The Celebration gives him a coin from her win
nings and he (the addicted
of Life."
South Salem's mime troupe gambler) throws it into the
was under the direction of machine. He gets a winning
student teacher Rex Rabold, a combination, but the machine
graduate of South, now a doesn't pay up, so he pulls its
graduate of Oregon College of plug.
Education. This type of drama
was new to his kids and they
OCE is coming to life, so to
handled it well.
speak, with a term full of con
Before the show, Rex explained certs in the Music Hall,
the difference between pan Humanities Nights & assorted
tomime (silent performance, plays, two Campbell Hall Gallery
using gestures and motions, yet shows and the ever present hit
restricted to what is planned) and movies in MHA (which brings a
mime a (a likewise silent per recurring thought to mind: Why
formance, but the players have not show them in Ed 217 where
more freedom to put expressions the sound is better?)

Young Winston disappointing,
voted 'turkey of the year'
b\ PAM AND MICHAEL
ROSENTHAL
..Young Winston is our odds-on
favorite, over strong com
petition, for turkey of 1972. It is a
sorry, bloated exercise in
misplaced hero-worship, with no
saving graces beyond pleasant
acting and a minimally literate
screenplay. Worst of all is the
self-congratulatory tone of the
production, the air of cultural
high-mindedness which suggests
that seeing the film should be as
uplifting and edifying as a visit to
a natural history museum.
It has that same static,
oppressively high-brow quality of
an early sound film in the days
when movies were considered
lowbrow entertainment, and the
theatre was thought the proper
place for high art. A producer
who set out to make a film that
would cast credit on the industry,
would make it as much like the
theatre as possible, relying en
tirely on the script and
suppressing the activity and
expressiveness of the camera.
Not only is Young Winston
outmoded in form, elitist in its
pretensions, reactionary in its
assumption that history is the
saga of grteat mens' great ex
ploits; it also ignores everything
that has been learned in the past
twenty years about the power of
the camera to tell a story.
The drama, such as it is, hinges
on poor Winston's neglect at the
hands of his idolized father, a
witty
statesman-aristocrat,
lately fallen from power and
slowly
deteriorating
with
syphilis. Sir Randolph rarely
communicates with his son,
beyond snarling "You are my
greatest disappointment" as
Winnie flunks
wretchedly
through the elite schools and
appears well on his way to
becoming a useless upper class
wastrel.
After his father's death,
Winston compensates for his
battered ego by becoming a
compulsive overachiever, pushy,

brass and ambitious, always
attempting to prove himself to
the ghost of his father. In his
maiden speech, when he reaches
Parliament, he brilliantly
champions the issue that brought
about Sir Randolph's political
downfall. He thereupon says he
feels "tired...but free. It's odd. I
feel free" and steps from under
his father's shadow to become the
great states man the whole world
loves and admires and so forth.
Something might have been
done with the story, if those
involved had realized that it was
nothing more ennobling than a
fairy tale, like Cinderella or the
Ugly Duckling, in which the
scorned outcast becomes a
Prince. But they persist in a
ponderous, professorial ap
proach, never letting us forget
that we are in the awesome
presence of budding greatness.
So the entire weight of the picture
rests on our willingness to believe
that Winston S. Churchill is a

worthy inspirational figure for
young and old.
We are not well enough versed
in European history to give a well
documented opinion; but there is
a lot of evidence in the quotations
from Churchill recited during the
film. During an improbably
lecture to the hoped-for youth
market, the script has Winston
proclaim: "If I could, I would say
this to young men all over the
world-come on! You must take
your places on life's fighting
line...You will make mistakes,
but as long as you are generous
and true you cannot hurt the
world. She was made to be wooed
and won by youth! She has lived
and thrived only by repeated
subjugations!
Fortunately, the audience is
likely to be too deadened by that
time to be adversely affected by
the movie's advocacy of the
central theme of imperialism:
that the proper model for valiant
conduct in history is rape.

ADULT
Movie Arcade
Pocketbooks
Magazines
Novelties
8mm Film Rentals
175 Commercial St. N.E. Salem Ore.|

364 - 0792
La mron L
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Loggins Messina story
and

Ex-Poco & friend colaborate
by DAN TOMPKINS and

DIGBY MORROW
With country-rock becoming
more popular in today's music
scene, we find our friends Kenny
Loggins and Jim Messina gaining
the recognition they deserve.
This is after two albums together
and a hit single on AM radio.
Loggins was relatively un
known, outside of Southern
California, but he has had quite a
hand in writing the duo's
material and is an accomplished
musician. Messina, the musician
and producer has a past that is
traceable from way back with the
Buffalo Springfield. Messina
produced all of the Springfield's
albums and in the process met
Richie Furay. When Buffalo
Springfield broke up in '68, Furay
went on to form Poco, which
Messina joined a year later.
Messina left the group in early '71
and jammed with a number of
musicians but mostly produced
albums for several groups. In
late '71 he met Kenny Loggins
and since then they have become
a musical team that is hard to
resist.
Their first album, Sittin' In, went
relatively unnoticed, despite the
fact that there is some excellent
material on it. ''Nobody But
You" was written by Messina and
has obvious Poco overtones. It
shows that Messina can hold his
own among his predecessors. The

surprise of the album, thougn, is
Loggin's "House at Pooh Cor
ner." It is light and appeals to the
child in all of us. Though it was
never released as a single, it is a
big factor in the sales.
Their second album, Loggins
and Messina, bears the mark of
considerable improvement in the
way they present their countryrock-jazz-blues brand of music.
This is very much apparent in
their hit single "Your Mama
Don't Dance." It combines the
Poco country rhythm and an

advanced rock & roll rhythm.
"Whiskey" is a song about the
Whiskey a Go-Go in L. A. which
Loggins has called "the place to
go to watch your favorite groups
get bummed out." "Holiday
Hotel" is the story of the 'Holiday
Inns of America,' which is where
every musician has booked
rooms during many a tour.
With their albums selling well,
Loggins and Messina will prove
to be a joy to listen to now and in
the future.

Deliverance up to expectations;
a terrifyingly real film
by RON CRAIG

The film "Deliverance" offers
unquestionable testimony to the
fact that reality can often be
twice as terrifying as fiction.
Four men from Atlanta set out
for a week end of camping and
canoeing, little realizing that
before two short days are over,
their lives will be changed
profoundly and that each man
will be exposed to his very
marrow.. Each will face death,
murder, humiliation, and the
terrible forces of nature.
Burt Reynolds as Lewis is
everything his "Cosmopolitan"
fold-out promised-virile, beefy
and headstrong. He is the leader,
the one on whom all the others
depend. In the end, however, he is
gravely wounded and the others

must begin to fend for them
selves.
Ed, superbly played by Jon
Voight, is unable to kill. It is
Lewis' accident which tests Ed's
courage to the fullest. Even when
faced by certain death, it is
impossible for him to defend
himself until the very last second.
It is his strength, however, which
eventually saves the lives of his
friends.
The most sensitive of the four is
Drew. In the most beautiful scene
in the film, he plays his guitar in
a duo with a banjo-playing
retarded mountain boy who is a
true genius in his own way. Drew
is the honest, law-abiding one,
"the best of us all," and the only
one to lose his battle with death.

Pre-Mardi Gras
Rock Festival
Febmaiy 14 - February 19
Featuring all of the Top Twenty
Groups and many more. Just
outside sunny New Orleans.
Send for tickets and itenerary.

Only *28.00 each - *38.00 per couple
To:
Sidney Manix Enterprises
1026 Conti Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70112
((

Hurry! Tickets Limited

Thursday, Jan. 11, 1973
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Bobbie is fat and bumbling.
Violated by mountain men in a
crude, gut-wrenching scene, he is
also perhaps the one who is least
affected by the experience. It is
as if by remaining foolish and
inept, he cap somehow remain
untouched, untainted by the
horror he has been through.
"Deliverance" is a powerful
tale of man's survival in the
wilderness, of man at his basest.
You will not walk away from it
untouched.

Three Lithographs from the Nostalgia USA Exhibition (WPA art of
the 1930's) in the College Center display area off of the concourse.
Top to bottom, the lithos are: Horses in the Rain No. 2 by Arthur
Murphy, Night Contrasts, North End of Boston by John W. Gregory
and Taos Plains No. 3 by Arthur Murphy. The show runs through
February 4 and includes over 50 works of various mediums in
cluding lithography, wood engraving, etching, aquatint and
photography. It is sponsored by Statewide Services, U of O,
Museum of Art.

Emotion-packed concert given by
king of the blues at Paramount
by MITCH LIES
B. B. King lived up to his billing
as King of the Blues when he
performed like only B. B. King
can Friday night before a jampacked crowd at the Paramount
Northwest.
Backed by Sonny Freeman and
the Unusuals, B. B. stuck mainly
to his recent recording, as Guess
Who, the title song from his new
album, seemed to be the spark
which set off the crowd. From
that point on the king had the
crowd totally engulfed in his act,
and the crowds response was so
heavy that towards the end he
seemed to be having a better time
than anyone else.
One could look at his huge
smile and his overall appearance
as a great act, but this wasn't an
act, this was B. B. King having a
great time and the people loved
it.
Musically B. B. was superb as
his voice and those beautiful
lyrics left you feeling every word.
Emotions ranging from total
happiness to sadness were
creeping into your heart, and his
beautiful lead patterns on
"Lucille" (his-guitar) stung deep
into your soul.
B. B. King is truly "King of the
Blues."
A Portland band, Soul Masters,
preceded B. B. with a distinctive
sound consisting of such methods

as 7 / 4 timing and an exceptional
brass section. The sound was
really nice once you got into it but
the crotvd seemed to have other
things on their minds as people
were walking around and talking
throughout their performance.
The lead guitarists jazz-soul
leads were excellent, as were the

organ leads. The overall use of
the organ in accordance with the
other instruments gave the
organist nearly a Ray Manzerak
(Doors) sound, Soul Masters
proved to be a very enjoyable
group to listen to, and added
greatly to the overall show.

Calendar of events
ART

B a k e r ' s L a n d s c a p e s . Show a t Campbell
Hall G a l l e r y 107. J a n u a r y 12 t o F e b r u a r y 9.
Reception: S u n d a y , J a n u a r y 14 f r o m 2 to 4
p.m.
P r i n t s by J a c k M c L a r t y . Linn Benton
C o m m u n i t y College, Albany t o F e b r u a r y 2.
" W a l l S k i n s , " by Stephen Davis. Reed
College, F a c u l t y Office Building Lounge.
Work by F r e d a n d S a r a Harwin. Jewish
C o m m u n i t y Center, 6651 SW Capitol Hwy.
(Portland)
THEATRE

12 a n d 13, 75 Lincoln Hall, P o r t l a n d S t a t e
University.
MUSIC

T h e W a c k e r s a n d Cold Blood, Sunday,
J a n u a r y 14, P a r a m o u n t NW ( P o r t l a n d ) .
Klemi Hambourg (violin) and Ruth
Million ( p i a n o ) , Monday, J a n u a r y 15, Music
Hall Auditorium (OCE) a t 8 p . m .
Bob E r n s t a n d Group, playing s o m e of
t h e i r jazz m u s i c , noon F r i d a y , J a n u a r y 12,
Student Center, Mount Hood C o m m u n i t y
College.
A m e r i c a in c o n c e r t , F r i d a y , J a n u a r y 19, a t
P a r a m o u n t NW ( P o r t l a n d ) .

" T h e Loves of C a s s M c G u i r e , " a c o m e d y d r a m a , 8:30 p . m . F r i d a y a n d S a t u r d a y a t t h e
Slabtown T h e a t e r , NW 26 a n d S a v i e r St.
(Portland)

H u m a n i t i e s Night, T u e s d a y , J a n u a r y 16, 8
p.m., Oregon Room, College Center (OCE).

" N i g h t of t h e I g u a n a , " M a i n s t a g e , P o r
t l a n d Civic T h e a t e r , 8:30 p . m . , F r i d a y a n d
Saturday.

Boat, T r a i l e r & Sport Show. O p e n s 2 p . m . ,
S a t u r d a y J a n u a r y 13, r u n s t o Sunday,
J a n u a r y 21 a t P o r t l a n d ' s M e m o r i a l
Coliseum.
•»

FILMS

" Y o u n g W i n s t o n " Music
Broadway ( P o r t l a n d ) .

Box, 815 SW

"1776" B a g d a d , S E 37th & H a w t h o r n e
(Portland).
" R a g a " , with Ravi S h a n k a r a n d G e o r g e
Harrison,-film s t a r t s a t 7:3Q p . m . , J a n u a r y

OTHER

S a t u r d a y , J a n u a r y 13, b i r t h d a t e o f Horatio
Alger (1834).
M o n d a y , J a n u a r y 15, International Kite
F l i e r s Championship, S a r a s o t a , Florida.
W e d n e s d a y , J a n u a r y 17, b i r t h d a t e of Ben
F r a n k lin (1706).

,v

down the
street
Tonite at 7:30 p.m. in the College Center Coffeeshop will be the last
appearance of Dr. Joseph Trainer. His final lecture, in a popular
series of four, will be a summary on "Human Sexuality" to include
questions from the audience.

+++
The BVD Book Exchange will be in its final two days for receiving
books. The last day is tomorrow, Friday, January 12.

+++
The Friday nite movie is Auntie Mame featuring Rosalind Russell.
Showtime is 6:30 and 9:15 p.m. and admission is 35c.

+++
On Saturday the Women's gymnastics squad will meet the
University of British Columbia at 4 p.m. Later, at 7:30 p.m. OCE
meets Western Washington State College in Basketball. See you
there!

+++
The OCE faculty recital will be next Monday, January 15 at 8 p.m. In
concert will be Klemi Hambourg, violin and Ruth Million, piano.
Admission is free.

+++
F'or many OCE students weekend life is a series of keggers and re-fills for the old trusty beer
mug. This week Lamron 2 takes an in-depth look at the traditional gayla atmosphere of the
illustrious campus kegger.

Need a pick-me-up?
Try a kegger
"Oops! Excuse me man."
"That's okay. I hadn't washed
my hair yet today anyway."
"Hey watch where you're
stepping."
"Oh! Sorry man."
Amidst the friendly, drunk
atmosphere of one of OCE's
famous keggars, voices are
heard screaming out over Sly and
the Family Stone. Of course
nobody actually knows what
anybody's saying.
"Hey is this a line for the
beer?"
"I don't know man. Like I've
been standing here since last
Thursday, and I don't seem to be
getting any nearer to that keg."
"You mean that one off in the
distance?"
"Yeh, that's it man."
With the football players
getting some of their best blocks
of their lives, the rush to the new
keg usually gets pretty violent.
Unless you choose to be cool
about the whole thing and
peacefully wait your turn. You
may be served by 3 a.m. if you
use that method. Even that's
doubtful.
"Hey what's your name?"
"I'm from Newport!"
"Glad to here it. Where you
from?"
"Jill Smith."
Question and answer period
gets a little absurd with the drunk
people bumping into each other,
and screaming out whatever
comes to mind. Oh well, nobody
really cares what anybody else is
saying anyway.
"Hey you went to SOC didn't
you?"
"No."
"Oh yeh, it was Eastern
Oregon. Right?"
"No."
"Willamette?"
"No."
The pick-up attempts get pretty
futile after a while. Luckily you
have that trusty book "How to
score with women, " in your back
pocket.
"Haven't I seen you some
where before?"
"I doubt it."
"Was it Paris, Rome or
perhaps the Swiss Alps?"
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"No. Why don't you try
Criders Market?"
"Aw, she's probably got a boy
friend anyway," you rationalize
as she departs. "I guess that was
a bit of an unrealistic approach."
"Hey haven't I seen you
somewhere before?"
"No."
"Was it Monmouth, In
dependence, or perhaps NS 101?"
Oh well two or three misses
never hurt anyone.
"Hey quit your shovin!"
"I was here first."
"Hey quit pushin back there."
"Let me through I gotta throw
up"
"Aw shutup, you used that one
last time."
"Hey, get out of my way."
"Wait your turn man."
"Let me through!"
"Just be patient."
"Will you let me through? I'm
the plumber here to fix the
toilet."

Choice

ORANGES
CHILE
Nalley's 15 Oz.

Mission

Macaroni &

The line to the bathroom gets
about as violent as the beer lines:
especially when you've had 12
beers and a flowing substance is
trying to depart from your body.
Eventually you usually end up
watering the plants on the side of
the house.
"Somebody change that
record."
Screeeeeeech"Oh thanks a lot man." The
album collection isn't spared at
all as it takes as much a beating
as anything.
"Hey the CODS are here!"
"No sweat man, it's only beer."
"Yeh but i'm only 12 years
old."
"No sweat. Just hide the
marijuana."
The cops come by to check out
the keggar, but after giving
everyone a scare, they depart
without doing anything.
"Well man, are we out of
here?"
"Yeh, let's go to another
keggar. This one's kind've
boring."

Tuesday, January 16 is the OCE Humanities Nite at 8 p.m. in the
Oregon Room of the College Center. Featured will be poets of the
Pacific Northwest.

+++
Wednesday, January 17 is the last day to add classes.

+++
Tickets for the appearance of Ralph David Abernathy will be on sale
in the College Center Offifce beginning Wednesday, January 17th.
Student 50c, Adults $1.00.

+++
On Tuesday, Jan. 16 at 12:00 noon in NS 101, Dr. Donald H. White will
present a seminar on the "Search for the Tomb of Chepheren." This
Natural Science Seminar is free. Coffee and doughnuts will be
available while you listen to Dr. White describe his tomb search of this
4th dynasty Egyptian pharoah.

+++
On Thursday, Jan. 18, Leadership Training classes will begin. These
classes, sponsred by Campus Crusade for Christ, are designed to teach
students more about their relationship to Christ and how to experience
an abundant life. Also, LTC trains students to relevantly communicate
their faith by initiating love.

Bookstore Reminder
Last day to return
books at full price
is Janauary 15th!
Olympia Beer

t
BEER
95
69'
29' TIDE
Cheese 7*100 Orange Juice 0- /89*
6 Pack

Size 56

+ Deposit

(giant size)

Tree Sweet

m

/

— Prices effective Jan. 11 to Jan. 16••li:Uiini^.|i|^.]p

Double
Green Stamps
with *5.00 Purchase
Lamron 2

Part 2:

for
Home
the Incurables

My mother says I'm the happiest'
by MIKE HAGLUND
& MELISSA PIETZUCH

its "incurable" residents. Some
treat them as if they are mentally
retarded. Others feel very sorry
for them. Still others feel guilty,
and others are sincere friends.
Becky talked a little about what
she calls the handicapped per
son's "built-in radar system."
"We can tell how people feel
about us," she said. "And what
we really want people to do is like
us for ourselves as individuals
and not because they feel sorry
for us."
Jewell shared a rather
humorous experience with a lady
that is typical of first visits to the
Home. "I was sitting in bed
reading and eating an apple. This
woman stood and watched me,
but I didn't give a hoot about
anything. Then she said to me, T t
hurts me to see anyone in your
condition.' And then I said, "Why
hell lady, I didn't ask you to come
in here and look at me."
Jewell
also
remembers
Tommy Bryants, a man who died
several years ago and lived in the
Home following the amputation
of both legs. One day he was lying
flat on a chair and some lady
came up and asked him if she
could ask him a question. "Yes,
but you must promise to ask only
one question," said Tommy. The
lady agreed and then asked him
how he had lost his legs. The man
on the chair quipped, "I bit 'em
off." "Bbbutt. . ." was all the
lady could sputter. Jewell
thought it was hysterical.

And while some people think
Jewell is handicapped because
she is a sinner and others believe
she is a saint because of what she
has been able to accomplish, she
will have none of either
appraisal. "People either put on
the halo or add on the sin," she
said. "Neither is true." I really
believe that the Lord has a place
for me as a handicapped person.
At 53, I've done OK. Even my
mother would say that I'm the
happiest of her 13 children."
"Being what you call abnormal
is normal for me, because I don't
know anything different. Take it
like this. If you've never had a
car, you don't miss it."
"Jewell and I are very close,"
interjected Becky. "We talk
about our handicaps. I've got two
brothers who grew up with me
and they never thought about my
handicap. And they are won
derful brothers. We have an
tiques in common. In fact, when I
go home, he always tries to
stump me on some antique he
doesn't think I will know.
"But he's still trying," she
laughed.
"At first people don't under
stand," continued Becky, "but
when they get to know us, they
gain some understanding and
eventually become our best
friends." Both women referred to
a Professor Lacey for who is a
regular visitor from South
western College at Memphis.
Lacey leads a Bible study with

Last week, we left you in the
middle of a hall at the Home for
the Incurables in Memphis,
Tenn., just outside the room of 27year-old Mike McBride. We told
Mike's story, a quadruplegic
from birth who has been at the
Home for 13 years now, as best
we could.
We left Mike's room in the
company of Becky Jones and
Lloyd Jeffries. I had promised to
return Mike's pen at the end of
our interviews and he told us that
he'd be down in the rec room
shooting pool. He also mentioned
how much he was looking for
ward to the Home's Christmas
party on Dec. 15. "I've got a fifth
of champagne," he chuckled.
With that we followed Lloyd
and Becky down the long hallway
to the room of another of Melis
sa's good friends, Jewell Birdyshaw. Both Jewell and Becky
have cerebral palsy, a condition
that is often characterized by in
voluntary motion and speech
difficulties.
Jewell is one of the senior
citizens at the Home. Born in
Albama, she came to Tennessee
at the age of 12 and has spent the
last 27 of her 53 years at the
Home. Jewell's shiny brunette
hair and smiling face make her
appear much younger than her
years should indicate. She
operates out of a wheelchair and
must speak very deliberately.
Becky is much younger, 34, and
full of spark. She has trouble
walking yet still manages to get
places with an enthusiastic sort
of bounce to her step! Becky,
however, has great difficulty
FREE
speaking. Her tones are badly
slurred and it took me a good five
My soul is free,
minutes of talking with her
So is my verse,
before I was able to make out the
Jesus Christ set my soul free!
words.
Talking to Jewell and Becky
was much like the experience
Now my verse,
with Mike McBride. There was no
Got stuck with a brain,
fumbling with questions in an
With no rhyme in it.
attempt to keep the phrases
flowing. The pair had a story to
So I stick my verse on paper,
tell about themselves, about
being handicapped, about life in
To tell the world why my soul is free,
the Home for the Incurables. And
And of the One who gave me,
they told if with an open honest
A home in Eternity.
clarity that was amazing to
behold.
Free verse,
Jewell and Becky live directly
Free soul,
across the hall from each other
Free eternity!
and despite their age difference
they seem as close as sisters.
Becky Jones
Together, they are dedicated to
educating the public about
cerebral palsy, read and study
THE UNWANTEDTASK
the Bible, and have researched
the history of the Home for the The woman looked at the man with a smile on her lips.
Incurables.
They are presently considering Don't tell me after all we have been through
writing a history of the area that We will have this problem, too.
the Home occupies, from the The man's shoulders drooped
"time of the Indians to the But deaf wife, I can't help it.
present." Apparently, Andrew I can't help it.
Jackson once owned the land When I think of doing what you ask
which the Home sits on. The
Home for the Incurables in It scares me through and through
Memphis is sponsored by the But husband of mine you know you will have to in time,
Kings' Daughters and Sons, an So why not now.
organization that was founded by But I can't. What if I drop him or hold him to tight.
Margaret Bottom on January 13, I just can't, not yet anyway.
1886. The group originated with And saying this he bolted out the door.
the opening of the Home and
Margaret Bottom's portrait is
The woman smiled. He is scared, she thought.
hanging above the showcase.
Both Becky and Jewell are Well there is only one thing I know to do.
enjoying their years at the Home. A while later when the man returned his wife awaited
"I love it," said Becky em
him
phatically. "It's been good to me Just inside the barn door.
as well as for me."
Here you hold him, and placed the baby boy in her
Jewell replied a bit more
husband's arms.
slowly, "I came here at 26 and I
couldn't do anything. Now I can
feed myself, use a sewing At first only a look of sheer fright
machine, and make anything I But then it gave way to a smile
can cut out."
So grand to behold.
Living where they do, Becky Joseph held the sweet baby Jesus,
and Jewell have met a wide No, not his son, but the son of God.
variety of people who have either
Becky Jones
toured the Home or come to visit

the two and Jewell stated with a
delighted sparkle in her eyes, "I
don't think he even thinks about
us being handicapped."
Beckv Jones is the poet at that
end of the hall. I had heard a little
about her poetry and before I left
she
had
given
me
a
mimeographed volume of her
work, including 17 poems in a
yellow folder. Two of them are
reprinted on this page.
Like most poets, Becky ex
presses her bits and pieces of life
through the medium of poetry.
Much of it is religious, indicating
her devotion to the spirit of Jesus
Christ. Other poems are im
pressionistic or tell of insights
and experiences in her own life.
It's an interesting volume of
work, particularly if you have
had the time to get to know her a
bit in person.
"I like to write poetry," she
said. "But my main ambition in
life is to educate people a little bit
about cerebral palsy and our
lives.
"I think the most misun
derstanding is caused by the
involuntary movements which
we cannot control," concluded
Jewell. We can't always control
our muscles, so people thnk that
we're mentally retarded. That is
just not true."
All the while we sat talking to
Jewell and Becky, Lloyd Jeffries
sat in a chair and listened or
occasionally made a motion to
indicate his approval with a
statement. Lloyd too, has

cerebral palsy. He is unable to
control his tongue and thus
cannot talk. But he com
municated in his own sort of way.
He had met Elvis Presley at the
same time that Mike McBride.
He was soon to be 27. And he was
a constant companion as we went
from room to room.
I also was introduced to
another person with cerebral
palsy, Billy Caldwell.
The 42-year-old Billy has a
small store at one end of his
room. And it's been in operation
for over 10 years now. Billy
carries a small change box on the
arm of his wheelchair and makes
transactions throughout the
home. He sells everything from
gum and candy to pork and beans
and alka seltzer.
I bought a pack of Dentine from
Billy, met Allan Paterson for just
a moment, and then followed
Lloyd back to the rec room where
I returned Mike's pen and we
would give our goodbyes.
Mike was playing a special
type 8-ball with Gloria and Billy.
Gloria has emphysema and a
serious heart condition but is of
great help to the residents
because she has full use of her
limbs.
After all was said and done and
we had watched Mike win his
umpteenth game in a row, Lloyd
escorted us to the door. We all
shook hands and were off .
Lloyd lingered at the door and
waved. It was really a beautiful
experience. . .

Becky Jones and her poetry

T h u r s d a y , J a n . 11, 1973

SUGAR BOWL GAP

My family is no different from anyone elses,
We had our version of the "Generation Gap."
Oh, it was not anything bad or even sad.
My mother just made a few rules for us at home,
We knew that we could not eat from the sugar bowl,
That sat upon the kitchen table.
Now we are all grown, and when we return home,
We find many changes in our lives,
Mother is different; she's a granny now.
Granny's precious "little man" is only two and a half,
now,
But he gets his spoon and partakes freely of
the sugar bowl,
Sitting in the middle of the kitchen table,
Like a king on his throne (with red sneakers upon his
royal feet)
Yes, I believe in the generation gap,
But I don't believe in a double one.
Becky Jones
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As I See It
——

Wolves split

Hoopers gird for Viks

By Dave Lovik

Thj,s is allegedly a sports column but this week I
am going to stretch the imagination a little bit to
include recreation.
Most colleges are self-sufficient in the cares of
their students even to the point of providing
recreation and OCE is no exception. It has to be;
there certainly isn't anything to do in the Mon
mouth - Independence area except go down to the
local pub and bend the elbow a little, if one happens
to be of legal drinking age, which the majority of
students are not.
The colleges provides ample opportunities for
recreation during the week, what with intramurals,
dances, the college center and the gyms.
But what about the poor student who does not gohome on weekends or even the married students
who live in Monmouth.
This past weekend I toured the campus looking
for something to do. I tried both gyms to no avail
and being somewhat disappointed in not being able
to sweat off some of the many extra pounds that I
carry around I thought maybe that I could shoot
some pool or play some ping-pong.
But this was not to be. In fact there wasn't a darn
thing open on campus this weekend.
I made some inquiries to various people around
campus and I came up with a various array of
answers, reasons or lame excuses.
Although I can seethe logic in some of the replies
I received, I can find no reason why the fine and not
so fine facilities that are on campus should not be
available to students seven days a week.
I for one do not go to classes Monday through
Friday and then hibernate on the weekends.
I call on everyone in the OCE community,
students and administrators alike, to find out what
can be done to rectify this deplorable situation and
if nothing can be done, there should be at least a
damn good explanation why.

+++
Well, with the sermon of the week out of the way
we can get to basketball.
My wife asked me this past week who was the
number two team in the country. And I couldn't tell
her. Now I am a pretty avid basketbal fan and I
follow the sport quite closely but with UCLA rolling
along again as usual, it doesn't seem to matter who
is number two. That is the highest anyone will get.
The Uclans just this past weekend destroyed both
Oregon and OSU for numbers 54 and 55 in a row.
Remember, this is the same Oregon State team
that despite a horrendous ten minute period during
the Far West Classic actually outplayed fifth
ranked Minnesota and still only lost 83-80.
UCLA is tough, not only in their starting five but
also on the bench. Against OSU, Walton left the
game for a few moments in the first half along with
three other starters and all the Bruins did was
break a reasonably close game wide open.
Opponents had better not look forward to the day
when Bill Walton graduates as the Bruins have a
seven-footer on the freshman team who is supposed
to be a future all-American in his own right.
Oregon State and Oregon are through in the Pac8. The two losses they both suffered this weekend
eliminates them from a title shot unless both USC
and UCLA fall flat on their faces. Not only that, but
for the first time this year Pac-8 teams are eligible
for the NIT, and both the Beavers and the Ducks
are going to have to win the vast majority of their
remaining games in order to be considered for an
invitation.
Leaving the Pac-8 and getting to the rest of the
country where local fans think that this is the year
that the UCLA juggernaut will be stopped.
Minnesota coach Bill Musselman has been
mouthing off that the only reason the Pac-8 is rated
so tough is because of UCLA. And he is right. Nine
of the ten teams in the Big Ten have winning
records for non-conference play. This is a truly
remarkable feat when one thinks of the competition
they have.
The way the Big Ten stands now, it is a nine team
race for the title.
Only Northwestern (1-8) seems to be out of the
title picture. Iowa emerged as a strong contender
with a 6-3 overall record and a 65-62 overtime win
over Minnesota. Michigan strengthened its case for
post season honors with a win over Ohio
State,another contender, last week.
The undefeated list narrowed down to only five
(Continued on page 12)
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Sophomore Gary Lathen drives for the basket against Western Baptist. The Wolves were
triumphant in the non-conference contest winning by a score of 80-59. The win puts the Wolves
season record at 3 wins 6 losses. (Photo by Johnson)
The Oregon College of
Education Wolves traded baskets
with visiting Western Baptist
Bible College for the opening
minutes and then broke the game
wide open by outscoring the
Warriors 19-4 during the first half
enroute to a 80-59 shellacking of
the hapless Warriors last
Thursday night.
The Wolves dominated every
statistical category throughout
the game including a 57-31 edge in
rebounds.
Gary Lathan scored fifteen of
his nineteen points during the
first half including seven
markers in a row during the
Wolves' surge that, for all
practical purposes, put the game
on ice.
Guard Gary Johnson, a 6-2
junior, keyed OCE during the
early going with his playmaking
and scoring.
Johnson was something short
of spectacular in setting up the
other four players on the floor
and taking the shot himself when
he had the opening.
Coach Bob McCullough's crew
finally got the chance to play
defense against a team that they
matched up with physically as
well as being better ball players
and at times really looked sharp
except for the fact that some of
Western Baptist's sloppy habits
were contagious.
Although the height matchups
were comparable, the com
parative weights of the players
were not. The Wolves, all lithe as
greyhounds were constantly
driving on the Warriors some of
j rrrrrrrf ji j j
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3 Months Rental
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OCE's Wolves trekked to
Ellensberg this past week to do
battle with conference cofavorite Central Washington
State College and came out the
short end of a 64-46 score.
Coach Bob McCullough's crew
started out playing a slowdown
game but being behind 26-17 at
half-time, had to abandon that
strategy and gradually widened
the spread to the final margin.
Gary Johnson and Larry Gahr
led OCE scorers with 16 and 13
points respectively. Gahr also
grabbed 10 rebounds to lead the
Wolves in that category.
. OCE's next game is a
congerence game against always
tough Western Washington State
here Saturday. Tip-off time is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

Folk Classic Guitars
Specials
Lyle fok guitar - Finetone
Franciscan - beautiful rosewood
Lyle - exquisite rosewood
Lyle 12 string
Hernandis No. 2 classic guitar
Hernandis No. 1 classic guitar
Aria Flamenco
Complete Line of Fender, Martin,

$39.50
$45.00
$65.00
$79.50
Reg.
$275
$375
$175

Sale
$199.50
$275.00
$125.00

Framus, Yamaha and many others

j: 456 Court St., Salem, Ore. j j
Phone 363-6773

McCullough calls, "the best
outside shooter on the team"
came in and quickly pumped in
ten points.
Gary Johnson joined mates
Lathan and Gahr as a top point
producer with 17 points as four
Wolves gained double figures.
Leading scorers for Western
Baptist were Tim Sebens and
Brad Yates who both tallied
thirteen counters.

!\

j ROEN'S j
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whom strangely resembled
tanks.
Larry Gahr ran wild all night
long as he enjoyed one of his
finest games of the young season.
Gahr had an excellent shooting
night as he hit six of ten from the
field and six of seven from the
charity stripe for eighteen points
as well as dominating both the
offensive and defensive boards
by cornering a game high 14
rebounds.
Mike Reed, who just recently
was promoted to the starting line
up grabbed twelve caroms as
well as scoring six points and
playing a whale of a game on
defense.
Coach
McCullough
has
maintained all along that his
team has to play "smart"
defense and they did. The Wolves
alternated between a zone and a
man-to-man defense all night as
well as utilizing a man-to-man
full court press on occassion.
OCE enlarged their 42-25
halftime advantage to over
twenty early in the second stanza
and Coach McCullough quickly
emptied his bench to keep the
Warrior embarrassment to a
minimum.
But the strategy really did not
work. Guard Ron Beckham, a
sometimes starter, and whom

i:

Wills Music Store
432 State St.

Salem, Ore.
S & H Green Stamps

364-6757

Oregon College's young but full-of-potential wrestling squad squares off against two non-league
foes this weekend. On Friday, Gale Davis' men entertain the grapplers from the University of
Fuget Sound. The following evening, the OCE matmen travel to Portland for a dual match
against the Warner Pacific Knights.
The Wolfpack undertook a rigorous schedule last week, wrestling three times in three nights.
The Monmouth crew made their 1973 debut a success, tromping Western Washington, 30-3 and
edging the Savages from Eastern Washington State, 19-18. The difference between EvCo com
petition and the "big boys" from the NCAA was painfully evident January 6 as 12th ranked
Brigham Young pinned the Wolves, 41-6, the lone win coming on a 177 pound default.
On the left, Jim Seymour is awarded his dramatic come-from-behind victory in the unlimited
class against WWSC while John Sappington breaks down his Viking opponent en route to another
triumph in the top picture. (Photos by Tim Johnson).

Volleyballers third in NW
"We had a good draw and luck
was with us." These were the
words of Coach Irma Penwell
after the women's volleyball
team returned from the 1972
Northwest
Regional
Tour
nament.
This year's team finished third
int he tourney held in Pullman,
Washington Dec. 1-2. Portland
State University garnered first

place honors,
while
the
University of Oregon, last year s
winner, was runner-up.
OCE
opened
with
the
University of Washington, a
strong team which was seeded as
the number two team behind the
U of O. The Wolvettes took the
series behind the scoring of Jane
Ellis, the freshman standout
from Gladstone, and Kathy Leh
man.

REGAL NOTES
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UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
We're new and we're the bigest! Thousands of
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthro
pology, Art, Black Studies, Ecology, Eco
nomics,
Education,
History,
Law, Music,
Philosophy,
Political
Science, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Prob
lems. Send $ 2 for your catalog of topics avail
able.

REGAL NOTES
3160 "0" Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
Telephone; .202-333-020^

The women then dropped their
loss to the U of O. Coach Penwell
felt the team may have let down
some as they played in
consistently against Oregon.
OCE then stopped Eastern
Oregon College and Washington
State University. These two wins
put the Wolvettes into the final
pool with the U of O, PSU, and
Oregon State University.
The winner would go on to the
National Tourney in Salt Lake
City, Utah on the campus of
Brigham Young University to
represent the NW.
The Wolvettes faced PSU
which proved to be too much for
the Monmouth lasses. OCE
dropped the first two games by
scores of 10-15 and 7-15.
OSU was next and the
Wolvettes swept two out of thfe
three games. OCE last the first
game 3-15, but quickly came back
winning the next two by scores of
15-2 and 15-4.
Coach Penwell remarked at the
beginning of the season that she
hoped her "young" team could
put things together by the time of
the NW tourney. From their
finish it appears they did just this
and should be given a big "good
job well done."

Intramural bowling
sign-up January 16-17
A reminder for all of you
bowling buffs that the winter
intramural bowling leagues will
be getting under way next week.
This term league play will be on
either Tuesday night beginning at
4:00 p.m., or on Wednesday night
at 6:30 .
Bowlers may sign up for one or
the other leagues on the first

league night either Jan. 16 or 17.
Sign-ups will be at the Pioneer
Lanes in Independence. The
leagues are open to staff and
students. Cost will be $1.35 per
night which includes 3 lines of
bowling plus your shoes.

Teams will be made up of three
persons, all men or all women or
mixed teams'are allowed. It will
also be a handicap league.

HI THERE! I AM
AM AFTERVX, A
WIMOLESS BIRD
WITH HAIRY
FEATHERS.
HOW ABOUT A
LITTLE ACTIOM ?

Sports policy
Beginning with the January 18
issue of lamron 2, the sports staff
will recapitulate the events of the
past week (everything from a
gymnastics meet score to the
results of your favorite in
tramural team) and offer a
schedule of upcoming events for
your convenience. Suggestions
are always welcome at the
lamron 2 office.

Thursday, Jan. 11, 1973

ACTION is a growing movement of volunteers out to help people*
help themselves. It's the Peace Corps and VISTA, helping people
overseas and right down the street. Please don't crawl under a rock.
• Get into ACTION today.
ojWfc

800-424-8580 TOLL
FREE.

oUHc> ®
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Torture letter smuggled from Saigon
By the Prisoners of Chi Hoa
Le Cong Giau is a science
student
and former
vice
secretary general of
the
executive committee of the Union
of Saigon Students (1965-1966).
Giau was arrested on August 5,
1972 by the Saigon municipal
police when leaving a class to
return home. The same night,
August 5, Giau was taken hand
cuffed and blindfolded to the

office of the director of the in
terrogation center (Mr. Duong
Van Chau); also present were
lieutenant
colonel
Nghia,
assistant director in charge of the
special police, and Captain Mai,
head of the interrogation, as well
as ten interrogation officers. He
was immediately subjected to
torture and interrogation and
forced to admit to having par
ticipated in NLF organizations.

UCLA tops Lovik's list,
Big 10 nine-way race
(Continued from page 10)
teams as Southwestern Louisiana was thrashed by
Jacksonville (10-2) 120-78. The five unbeatens are
UCLA, Maryland, Marquette, North Carolina State
and Missouri, the surprise team in the country this
year.
.A
.
,,
Kentucky, the pre-season favorites in the
Southeastern Conference, is really taking its lumps
so far as fhey stand only 5-4. Vanderbilt (10-1) and
Alabama (7-1) are on top as of now, but the season
is still quite young.
Long Beach State proved that they are human in
losing to ho-hum San Jose State 68-62. And Jerry
Tarkanian has been saying that UCLA is afraid to
play his team during the regular season.

+++
OCE is definitely an improved team from the Tipoff Tourney. The Wolves have greatly improved
their defense which has helped them stay close to
most of their opponents.
While the Wolves probably won't escape the
second division of Evco, there is a chance that they
will vacate the cellar, with a few breaks.
Coach McCullough's crew now stands 3-7 on the
season which is not so hot, but remember, last year
OCE won only four games total.

Giau
protested
vigorously
against
the
accusations.
Nevertheless, he has continually
suffered all manner of tortures:
persistent beating with a club on
the head, chest, shoulders, hands,
thighs, knees, legs, and feet.
Burning cigarettes were placed
on his nipples, navel, and penis;
pins were driven into the ends of
his fingers. His fingernails and
toenails were torn out (this
torture was carried out by second
lieutenant Duong).
A large quantity of soapy water
was forced through his nostrils
and mouth until he fainted; then
he was kicked in the stomach to
force water out (this torture was
carried out, once again, by
second lieutenant Duong). His
hands were tied behind his back,
and he was suspended by his feet
and beaten savagely with clubs
(this torture carried out by Cu Lu
Nhi, a torturer well known in the
prison since 1970)
Chopsticks were forced up his
rectum (torture carried out by
Ngoc). The torture was applied
from 1 p.m. to 4 a.m. After each
session Giau was carried on a
board to cell number 2. This
particular treatment was im
posed every day from the first
week of his detention. He is now
so weak that he cannot mov.e any
of his limbs, and he can only eat
by being fed spoonsful of soup by
another prisoner. With only a few
days break, this interrogation
and
torture
has
been
systematically carried out for
two months.-During the week of
August 19 to 26, Giau was taken
away and hidden in a closed truck
so that he would not be seen by an
International Red Cross in
spection team.

On September 30, one of Giau's
fellow prisoners happened to
overhear the torturers talking
among themselves: "We have
never seen anybody as hard to
break as this kid (speaking about
Giau). We nevertheless use every
possible
and
imaginable
technique, but to no avail. He will
not talk. There is nothing more
we can do but liquidate him.
Giau is now unable to speak. He
vomits blood continually; his
clothing is so saturated with
blood that the cell is filled with an
intolerable stench which suf
focates even the guards. He is
now in a cell covered only by a
straw mat. He is lying there like a
corpse.
On October 1, he was taken to a

hospital reserved for combat
police to undergo treatment for
five days. But, in view of his
condition, the chief physician
suggested sending him to the
civilian hospital, Hong Bang. The
director of the interrogation
center, Mr. Duong Van Chau,
refused to allow this order to keep
the affair secret. Giau was then
sent back to the municipal police
department to undergo further
interrogation. Even in this
condition, he has been placed in
solitary confinement without
being allowed to receive supplies
and medicines brought by his
family and friends.
We wish to alert public opinion
to the imminent death of Le Cong
Giau.

Want ads
lA/on

A tutor in General
Chemistry. Come to The Cottage and
leave some kind of word for
Alexander Newton. Thank you very
much.

NEEDED:

SALE: 70 Volkswagen. Extra
clean. 31,000 miles, new snow tires. 4
speed. Asking $1,275. Phone 838-3267.

FOR

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE: 1

bed
room and studio apts. available. New
wall to wall carpeting, private patios,
laundry facilities, very clean very
quiet, off street parking, roomy,
extra storage facilities, 2 blocks from
campus. Reasonable rates; studip
$88.50, 1 bdrm / unfurn $97.00, 1
bdrm/furn $112.00. Call 838 0253 or
visit at 265 S. College St. Apt. 14,
weekdays after 6:00 p.m. or anytime
on weekends.

I NEED A RIDE to OCE from COR
VALLIS. Senior, elementary ed.

Willing to share
Peggy, 752-6720.

expenses.

Call

PERSONAL: Best wishes on your birth

day, Mom. With love from Dan.
NEEDED: Artists and Writers with guts

and ideas, people who are not afraid
to be heard, people who give a big
enough damn not to sit back and
close themselves off while art and
creativity fade and die. We want and
desperately need these people for the
greatest and goddamnedest literary
magazine Monmouth
maybe even
Oregon
has ever seen. Make an
effort. We guarantee you: Jt'll pay.
Contact Bob Wiard, MAY APPLE
REVIEW NO. 3/ RED BALLOON,
SPO 60 or 110 East Jackson, Mon
mouth.

STUDENTS
There Is Still Time
You have until Jan. 18th to take advantage
of a comprehensive insurance program.
LAST

SOC. SEC. NO.

NAME

FIRST NAME

TOTAL

STUDENT'S NAME

OREGON COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
recommends this VOLUNTARY student
health insurance plan to its students,
supplementing the O.C.E. student
health service.
Dependents

CHECK ONE OF THE OPTIONS BELOW:
PERSONS
COVERED
o
STUDENT ONLY

FALL*

INCLUD1NC DENTAL ACC" *

Name

STUOENT ft ONE
DEPENOENT

Name

INCLUDING DENTAL ACC

Name

STUOENT a TWO OR
MORE DEPENDENTS

Name

!

This card must be completed and
left with the Cashier when fees
are paid.

MIOOLE INITIAL

INCLUDING DENTAL ACC

WINTER*

SPRING*

CURRENT

12 MONTHS

9 MONTHS

6 MONTHS

3 MONTHS

• 46.20
• 48.45

• 45.54
• 47.79

• 30.36
• 32.61

-• 15.18
• 17.43

• 106.08
• 108.33

• 105.66
• 107.91

• 70.50
• 72.75

• 35.25
• 37.50

• 144.96
• 147.21

• 144.00
• 146.25

• 96.00
• 98.25

• 48.00
• 50.25

• INCLUDES SUMMER VACATION
•• DENTAL INSURANCE AVAILABLE ON STUDENT ONLY
STUDENT'S SIGNATURE

• I DO NOT WANT INSURANCE THIS TERM
NAME OF PRESENT INSURANCE COMPANY

COVERAGE
All full time students and dependents, 24 HOURS A DAY, ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, in
cluding vacation. FREE CHOICE OF DOCTOR (M.D. or D.O.) AND HOSPITAL. Newborn
children may be added when over 30 days of age. Benefits payable up to one year immediately
following date of accident or first treatment for sickness. First treatment must be received
within 30 days of date of accident or beginning of sickness. Claims must be filed and bills must be
submitted within 90 days after treatment date of a covered service. Coverage remains in effect
from the date of purchase, for the length of time purchased even though the student leaves
school. DENTAL INSURANCE MAY BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY. BENEFIT FORMS
AVAILABLE AT THE STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE.
HOW TO ENROLL
Take or send the above form to the O.C.E. Business office. Cash or check (payable to O.C.E.)
must accompany your application for your insurance to be effective.
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DATE INSURANCE Er
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Barnes D. Rogers C.L.U.
475 Cottage St. N.E.
Salem, Ore.
Phone 581-1654
Lamron 2

